Understanding patients’ health and technology attitudes for tailoring self-management interventions
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Abstract
Healthcare providers are moving towards tailoring self-management interventions to include the communication technologies patients use in daily life. Accurate understanding of patients’ attitudes towards both technology and involvement in managing chronic conditions will be critical for informing effective self-management strategies. The tailoring of these interventions, however, could be undermined by providers’ implicit biases based on patient age, race, and education level that have been shown to negatively affect care. To inform the design and tailoring of self-management interventions, we elicited attitudes toward technology use and participation in care of 40 participants in a maximum variation sample. The analysis revealed three participant clusters—“Proactive Techie,” “Indie Self-Managers,” and “Remind Me! Non-Techies”—that represent varying attitudes toward health behaviors and technologies that were independent of race, education level, and age. Our approach provides insight into how people prioritize important values related to health participation and technology.

Introduction
Self-management of chronic conditions, such as diabetes and asthma, creates considerable burden for patients. Effective self-management requires patients to be active participants in treatment by taking medications, making lifestyle changes, and regulating emotions1,2. The day-to-day skills involved in self-management include identifying problems, selecting solutions, using information sources, collaborating with providers, changing behavior, and evaluating results2. This dynamic process goes well beyond adhering to treatment plans, and considers the patient holistically in the context of the attitudes and values that influence their everyday behaviors.

Self-management interventions are designed to alleviate some of the burden of chronic illness care. Self-management support through the internet, over the phone, and in person have proven effective, and the delivery of programs via SMS and other mobile platforms are promising3-8. However, tailoring and personalization of self-management interventions is limited by the lack of methods for understanding how patients prioritize health information and tools to accomplish self-care goals. Moreover, implicit biases of providers, such as ascribing preferences for health information and treatments on the basis of age, race, literacy, and gender, can differentially affect provision of chronic care for underrepresented minorities9-16. Therefore, understanding patients’ attitudes toward health and technology is especially important for informing unbiased and patient-centered interventions that augment patients’ health self-management strategies in everyday life.

To address the lack of understanding of the attitudinal factors that influence patients’ preferences for health information and technology, we studied how patients prioritize tools (e.g. email, cell phones, paper tools) to strengthen their accountability for health self-management. We found that patients’ attitudes toward mobile technology, accountability, and goal-setting were the most distinguishing and influential attitudes on patients’ approaches to health self-management. We also found that patients’ attitudes and values were more influential than demographic characteristics—especially race, age, and education level—on defining health self-management behaviors. We contribute a description of a method for eliciting preferences for self-management support, including attitudes toward adopting technology to attain health goals. Our empirical evidence from this study can inform new approaches to clustering patients and tailoring appropriate self-care support based on the tools, information, and goals they perceive to be essential to managing their health.

Related Work
Previous research on self-management, disparities in use of e-health services, and patterns of technology adoption inform our work. Below, we briefly summarize this literature and describe how our approach to clustering patients based on health and technology attitudes contributes new insights for supporting self-management.
Patient Self-management

Studies show that self-management interventions are effective in supporting patients to manage chronic illness 17-19. In particular, interventions that systematically support patients to build skills in the three major domains of self-management—medical, role, and emotional—offer the most comprehensive support for self-care 1-2. Within all three domains, self-management interventions are more likely to succeed if they target problems and strategies that patients perceive as most significant to their health, because the focus on patients’ strategies and concerns is motivating, engaging, and empowering 2. Our approach provides researchers with a holistic perspective well-suited to tailoring self-management programs based on what patients perceive as essential to managing their health. As many healthcare providers are beginning to engage patients in care activities online and over mobile devices, we investigated both health and technology attitudes to understand technology adoption in support of patients’ overarching health goals.

Intervention research

Research on targeting self-management interventions has focused on understanding the sources of variation in the use of e-health services. For example, Goel et al 20 investigated racial disparities in e-health services enrollment, and found that barriers to internet access did not explain these disparities; rather attitudinal barriers were significant. Similarly, Clark et al 21 found that understanding attitudes and health priorities is particularly important for tailoring self-management interventions for socioeconomically vulnerable older adults. Finally, Lyles et al 22 found that differences in portal use by race and ethnicity were not fully explained by differences in age, sex, sociodemographics, health status, or provider factors—particularly for black patients. Therefore, demographic characteristics provide limited help in understanding differences in portal use and how to tail self-management support programs to the technologies patients use. Our approach to investigating values that influence patients’ use of e-health services can provide alternative perspectives on the attitudes that drive patient engagement in self-management programs.

The importance of understanding the attitudes and beliefs that influence engagement with health technologies may become even more important as intelligent information systems are deployed to support self-management. For example, recent approaches to mHealth care include intelligent systems that adapt to users depending on the patient’s beliefs about illness, medication, and information needs 23. Researchers like Clark et al 21 and Koch et al 24 have called for a greater emphasis on the “self” in self-management, and have brought attention to the importance of understanding patient’s priorities, expectations, and expertise in the care process. Moreover, Valdez et al 25 recently emphasized a “patient work approach” to designing applications aligned with patients’ and their family members' health-related activities. As mHealth service design becomes more adaptive and personalizable, the “self” in self-management will become a focal point for tailored interventions. We demonstrate an approach for “getting to know” the patient that provides insight into how patients prioritize different values related to health and technology.

Finally, Pew 26 data suggests that people from underserved populations, such as people with low education and ethnic minorities, are highly engaged with technology, even compared to privileged populations. These findings undermine implicit assumptions about correlations between low education level or racial minorities and low technology use. However, research by Sarkar et al 27 also suggests that these populations are less likely to use technology to manage their health, which points to the need for researching the disparity between technology adoption for everyday life compared to health management. We demonstrate that qualitative research may provide important insights into the social and attitudinal barriers to adopting e-health services that can explain low technology adoption for health.

Methods

We used a mixed-methods approach that combined in-depth, semi-structured interviews with 40 participants, using a card sorting procedure called Q-methodology 28,29 to elicit attitudes and opinions from persons managing a chronic illness. Q-methodology has been used in health 30,31 and technology 32 settings to understand patient perspectives. We conducted the interviews and Q-methodology procedure in participants’ homes, usually at their kitchen tables. Each interview lasted 1.5 to 2 hours and focused on understanding the participants’ health goals, priorities, and attitudes. The interviews were transcribed, and identifiable information was redacted to protect participants’ confidentiality. The study was reviewed and approved by the Internal Review Board of the Group Health Research Institute.
Participants
We recruited older adults with diabetes Type 1 and Type 2 (n=20), and mothers of children with asthma (n=20). We recruited these two distinct samples to maximize the variation in attitudes toward health self-management and technology use. We sampled mothers of children with asthma (rather than fathers or both parents) because women in this age group have ongoing health care needs relevant to reminders, such as screening for cervical cancer. All participants (see Table 1) were sampled from Group Health Cooperative, a large integrated healthcare delivery system in Washington State. We purposely oversampled racial and ethnic minorities, who would substantially benefit from improvements in care related to technology and chronic illness management. These interviews were the second round of interviews for 34 of the 40 participants. We had recruited these 34 participants by mail and phone from a bank of 586 people for this three-year multi-part study. The remaining 6 people were recruited from a new bank of 99 people (25 older patients, and 74 mothers). Older adults (10 of 20 were male) had a median age of 73 years, and mothers had a median age of 38 years. After the interview, they received $50 for completing the study.

In-depth Interviews and Q-methodology
The interview protocol contained open-ended questions about health goals, and a reflection on the challenges and personal significance of nationally recommended health tasks appropriate to the age and diagnoses of each participant. The Q-methodology procedure was conducted at the end of the interview. The data collection procedure for Q-methodology consists of a set of subjective statements printed on cards that the participant arranges according to what is most personally significant to them. It is a highly structured data collection procedure wherein participants arrange the statements in a grid that is shaped in a normal distribution. The extremes of the distribution represent the statements that the participant feels most strongly about (See Figure 1): “Most Agree” to “Most Disagree” are located at either end of the Q grid, with “Neutral” in the middle. The statements that participants place at the extremes receive the most weight in the cluster analysis of the data, revealing the health and technology attitudes that distinguish unique patient perspectives (See Table 2).

![Figure 1. Q-methodology data collection instrument.](image)

Our Q statement set consisted of 27 statements based on a health-sciences theoretical framework. The statements were categorized into two groups: (1) attitudes toward health self-management, especially related to core self-management skills; and (2) attitudes toward using and adopting technology. We developed statements in the first category on self-management attitudes based on the three large domains of work in chronic illness care originally identified by Corbin and Strauss \(^1\) and incorporated into self-management support programs by Lorig and Holman \(^2\). These included the work of medical management, emotional support, and redefining life roles. We used prior instruments of patient activation to inform statements representing patients’ attitudes towards self-management in these domains. These include the Patient Activation Measure (PAM) \(^3\) and the Patient Assessment of Chronic Illness Care (PACIC) \(^5\). The PAM assesses patients’ self-management beliefs, knowledge, skills, and confidence. The PACIC scale assesses the extent to which the patient has received care congruent with the Chronic Care Model and includes a subscale of patient activation. We used both of these scales to inform a set of statements on a continuum of patients’ self-management beliefs, confidence, and practices \(^6\). These statements allowed us to observe how patients prioritize health and technology behaviors for health self-management. We derived the wording of statements from qualitative data from a previous round of interviews with these participants \(^3\) \(^7\).
Analysis
We analyzed the data with PQMethod\textsuperscript{38}, a widely used application for conducting exploratory cluster analyses of Q-methodology data. We conducted a principal components analysis that extracted 8 components, 3 of which explained 53\% of the variance in the data. We chose to retain only 3 components for interpretation based on the standard criteria for factor rotation (i.e. proportion of variance, scree test, and interpretability)\textsuperscript{39,40}. We rotated the three components using varimax, a standard orthogonal rotation method.

We used the distinguishing statements—statements that distinguish each cluster based on statistical significance—to inform the qualitative analysis of the interview data (See Table 2). By checking the themes that emerged from the distinguishing statements in the cluster analysis against the qualitative data, we were able to interpret the clusters in the context of each participant’s health goals, and to report on their attitudes and beliefs using their own words. Moreover, this method of qualitative validation is especially important when working with marginalized populations\textsuperscript{41}. Participant quotes are incorporated into our results, with A\# identifiers denoting the words of mothers with children who have asthma, and D\# identifiers denoting quotes from diabetes patients.

Results
The principle components analysis resulted in three clusters that represent three unique perspectives on both health attitudes and tools that are essential to health self-management. These three components yielded excellent interpretability and a “simple structure,” with only 4 participants whose views are excluded from analysis due to their loading significantly onto more than one component. Clusters 1 (n=14), 2 (n=13), and 3 (n=9), do not correlate with age, race, educational background, portal use, gender, or disease. Rather, each cluster represents a unique attitude towards health self-management held by a diverse subset of the sample (see Table 1). We describe each cluster below, and characterize them as: (1) Proactive Techies; (2) Indie Self-Managers; and (3) Remind Me! Non-Techies. We denote the distinguishing statements for each cluster with the ranking assigned to it, on a scale of Most Agree (+3) to Most Disagree (-3), by participants of the cluster.

Table 1. Participant demographics by attitude cluster and cohort. A=asthma cohort; D=diabetes cohort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Proactive Techies</th>
<th>Indie Self-Managers</th>
<th>Remind Me! Non-Techies</th>
<th>Combined</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed/Other</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School/GED</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-year degree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 4-year</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portal User</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Example distinguishing statements for each attitude cluster, (p>0.05). +3=Most Agree; -3=Most Disagree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distinguishing Statement</th>
<th>Statement Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proactive Techies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like using electronic communication with my doctor.</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m more likely to follow through on paper mail reminders.</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indie Self-Managers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m the one who is responsible for taking care of my health.</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My health will improve if I get better at mobile technology.</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remind Me! Non-techies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My health will improve if I set health goals with my doctor.</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I mostly keep track of health tasks in my head.</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cluster 1: “Proactive Techies”

Fourteen participants (3 male) define this cluster, including six participants from the diabetes cohort (ages 63-74) and eight from the asthma cohort (ages 32-49) (see Table 1). This cluster has a high technology profile. The participants who define this cluster strongly agree that cell phones (+2), electronic communication (+3), and knowledge of the science behind health advice (+2) are essential to health self-management. They somewhat agree that electronic reminders will reduce the stress of managing their health (+1) and that online calendars are the best way to manage their health (+1). Consistent with their preference for electronic methods, they strongly disagree that paper calendars (-3) and reminders (-3) are useful for health self-management.

Patients in this cluster were distinguished by their emphasis on the connection between health self-management and technology use. These patients used technology to take the initiative with their health care by proactively tracking health indicators, understanding scientific health information, and setting personal goals. This health tracking behavior supported these patients to set health goals for themselves and to take responsibility for their health outcomes. In particular, older adults with diabetes described using technology to track self-care activities. For example, D15, a black man with some college education, recounted how he used a spreadsheet to track his blood glucose levels, and sent it in an email to give his doctor a “heads up”:

“It's going back about 18 months ago, I went and got it [blood glucose] on Excel in a nice little graph that looked good to me ... when we had my primary care doctor and we met, she was able to say okay, you need to up your medication...[the doctor] had a heads up before I got there, not only from her examination but from me sending her information.”

Similarly, D6, a black woman with a 4-year degree, described how she used the patient portal to track a detailed history of her A1C test results:

“[On the patient portal] there's information about the test, why they take the test, what the numbers are, whatever it is. So you know where you should be, and then they keep it - I think mine started 2008, they keep it for a long time and they have a chart so you can see where your ups and downs are.”

D7, another black woman with a 4-year degree, described how she uses her cell phone for keeping track of her health, “I keep my appointments in there [cell phone]. I have my pacer in there to track the number of steps I walk. I have things on my calendar, what days I do certain exercises and stuff on there.” Another older patient, D11, a white man with a high school education, described a very different reason that his cell phone helped him to take control of his health, “They [providers] got our home phone number and there's times they call and leave a message on there, I've always got my cell phone with me and then if we're out for the day or something, I won't miss a message.” This patient used a cell phone to check his voicemail messages on his home phone while he was away. Although this patient may not be considered a typical example of a “high tech” self-manager, from the perspective of this patient, cell phones were explicitly prioritized for managing his health.
Many of these “proactive techies” placed a high value on health information, and especially prioritized scientific evidence to enhance accountability for acting on doctor recommendations. A20, a white woman with more than a 4-year degree, described the importance of health information and the value of email for enabling her to proactively communicate with her doctor about the accuracy of her research, "like "I read this about my child's condition, is this even accurate, would you agree, disagree?"...I need someone to double-check the information that I'm finding and give me an answer."

A12, a Hispanic woman with a high school education, also emphasized the value of health information. She expressed not having enough information, and wanted to learn more detailed scientific health information from her doctors, however: “They're [providers are] not prepared to have details about what are the studies behind this, what were the outcomes of that study and the percentages of side effects and that kind of thing. They're not ready at hand with that kind of thing.” This patient had the desire to have more scientific evidence for the health tests, medications, and behaviors that were recommended by her doctor. She recalled how, in the past, she had used different resources to get the information that her doctors could not provide, “The oncologist that I had connected with, I guess, told me what the options were. I researched what the options were and people who've gone through those options, and then came back with a decision on how to move forward with it.”

D6, a black woman with a 4-year degree, also described wanting more information so that she could be a better judge of her health status relative to the norms for her age and race,

“Unfortunately, they [providers] can’t give you information you need on genetics and heredity and stuff like that, especially for African Americans, because we may be at some point of African descent but that's not all we are. For the majority of us, that's not all we are, so we're just grouped, and because this country has a 1/8 rule, we're just grouped... if you're African American and Asian your [A1C] numbers are higher because of the genetics there. That's what I'm getting at - so it really matters.”

Although six patients in this cluster were over the age of 60, and five had a high school education or less, all patients in this cluster used technology to be proactive about their health. Regardless of age, race, and ethnic background, these patients prioritized technology for tracking health indicators, communicating with providers, and finding scientific health information.

Cluster 2: “Indie Self-Managers”
Thirteen participants (5 male) define this cluster, including seven participants from the diabetes cohort (ages 62->89), and six from the asthma cohort (ages 28-43) (see Table 1). This cluster has high accountability for health self-management, expressing a strong belief that they have an active role in care (+3). Patients in this cluster considered technology to be a low priority for health. They are strongly independent (“indie”) and rely on keeping track of health tasks in their heads (+2). They disagree with the idea of needing follow-up from the doctor to stay on track with their health (-2), and with the idea that someone should check in with them to help remind them (-2). They strongly disagree that use of mobile technology is linked to better health outcomes (-3).

In contrast to cluster 1, patients in cluster 2 did not prioritize health information, nor did they connect technology use with health outcomes. Although all patients in this cluster described using a cell phone, and used it for other aspects of their lives, they did not consider it essential to their health.

For example, A4, a black woman with a high school education, said, “I use my cell phone and email and stuff, but I personally don't see how that affects my health.” Similarly, D8, an Asian man and the oldest patient in our sample, described why his cell phone was not linked to his health outcomes, “a cell phone is just another convenience, you know. I don't need it on the list of things I feel essential for managing my health.” A14, a white woman with more than a 4-year degree, made an even more explicit distinction between the use of her cell phones for everyday activities versus health activities. She described how her cell phone was directly at odds with the nature of her health self-management strategies, “my health needs me to be peaceful and relaxed and meditate and dealing with my emotional issues ... a cell phone's just a tiny little thing and it's actually a little bit detrimental. It's starting to become a little bit of a problem for me.” This patient noted the potential negative impacts on her health of communication technologies.
Although there was a weak link between technology and self-management for patients in this cluster, there was a strong sense of accountability. These patients felt strongly that they were responsible for their health, a statement that distinguished this cluster from others. D3, a black woman with more than a 4-year degree, gave a powerful example of how she took control of her health outcomes during a disagreement with her provider, “She [the doctor] wasn’t as receptive as I wanted her to be so I said some things at the end – it wasn’t in anger, but like ‘I’ll tell you,’ and because I said that she told me some things that’s been very beneficial to me.” Similarly, A14 described herself as an empowered patient, “I am confident, I have ownership. I feel like it's my job to take care of that area of my life, I'm not passive, I'm an active player.” A9, a black woman with more than a 4-year degree, shared a similar sentiment about her role in care, “Just that, because it's my body and I think I'm the expert. I know what's going on with it versus someone that's telling me what's going on with it.”

Patients in this cluster prioritized health education because it helped them to be accountable for their health. The explicit connection between health education and accountability was unique for these patients. For example, A4 explained:

   It empowers you, it holds you accountable versus thinking - I don't know, I've seen people who are like this is what's wrong, and they're constantly running to the doctor type of thing, but not really fixing what the issue is, just treating it constantly. I think it is good to be educated so that you could take care of it.

A9 had a similar view, “Getting the quality of the office visits we're getting, the education that the doctor's able to provide...It's nice to know what you're talking about and be able to help a child, based on what you actually know rather than guessing.”

For these independent self-managers, their “mental attitude,” as D8 put it, was more essential to health self-management than the technologies they used in everyday life. Their low adoption of technology specifically for health self-care was due to perceived negative impacts of reliance on cell phones, and an emphasis on autonomy from both technology and provider authority. They emphasized accountability and empowerment through health education.

Cluster 3: “Remind Me! Non-Techies”

Nine participants (2 men) define this cluster, including six from the diabetes cohort (ages 63-88) and three from the asthma cohort (ages 38-45) (see Table 1). This cluster has low accountability for self-management, and a low technology profile. They strongly agree that their health will improve if they set health goals with their doctor (+3), and that they need follow up from the doctor to stay on track with their health (+2). They dislike using electronic communication with their doctor (-1), and prefer phone calls (+1). They strongly disagree with keeping track of health tasks in their heads (-3), and do not believe in using online calendars (-1) or that mobile technology will improve health outcomes (-1). They agree that their health will improve if follow-up notices are clearer (+1).

Cluster 3 was characterized by their strongly positive attitudes toward goal-setting with their doctors and follow-up care. They placed a low priority on email and mobile technology and instead preferred phone calls with providers to stay on track with their health. Although they expressed agreement with being responsible for health, these patients were distinguished by their greater reliance on health care providers to guide and motivate healthy lifestyles.

The follow-up phone calls from providers were highly prized, if not relied upon, by these patients. For example, when asked about why she preferred phone communication, A18, a woman with some college education, said, “That's when I know I need to take action. Like if I’ve procrastinated for a while.” Similarly, A17, a white woman with more than a 4-year degree, found it difficult to prioritize health goals without the doctor checking in:

   I get home and in my own brain, I sort of prioritize what was important and if life gets busy, I will prioritize other things above my health. If someone is calling you and holding you accountable to it, you feel if there's a priority for that person to call me, I'd better respect that, and keep it a priority.

Prioritizing health goals was a common challenge among these participants. A18 explained how follow-up could help her to stay on track, “If she [doctor] could have a goal, eating better or eating more fruits or whatever it is. And then once in a while if she sends me a thing that says ‘how's it going with this?’ – Oh yeah, I'm supposed to be doing this!”
Patients also perceived follow-up as an important source of motivation for staying on track with health goals. For example, D16, a black man with a high school education, talked about needing motivation from his provider. When asked how his doctor could motivate him, he said “If you go ‘that’s the way life is,’ that’s not helping anybody, but if he [the doctor] sets a goal – ‘okay, do more exercise, drink more water,’ then you know - I’ve got goals that will help me.’ This echoes a statement from D2, a black woman with more than a 4-year degree, about the importance of health goals, ‘I think everybody needs goals, whether health or in anything, and goals would be a motivating factor.”

Finally, D14, a white woman with a high school education, expressed the value of having health goals with a provider, “If you go ‘that’s the way life is,’ that’s not helping anybody, but if he [the doctor] sets a goal – ‘okay, do more exercise, drink more water,’ then you know - I’ve got goals that will help me.’ This echoes a statement from D2, a black woman with more than a 4-year degree, about the importance of health goals, ‘I think everybody needs goals, whether health or in anything, and goals would be a motivating factor.”

Discussion
The most surprising finding from this study is that it revealed attitude clusters that each contained a broad spectrum of patients in terms of race, age, education, patient-portal use, and diagnosis. Studies confirm that providers rely on these kinds of observable cues, especially race and age, to assess patients’ health attitudes and make treatment recommendations. In contrast, our findings provide evidence that patients’ attitudes toward health information and technology are not correlated with any of those observable cues. These attitudes and values are more influential than demographic characteristics on health self-management behaviors.

Our work can inform new approaches to clustering and understanding patients to inform tailored self-management interventions. In particular, our work suggests that attitudes toward health and technology can interact in unexpected ways, such as the “Indie Self-Mangers” who engage with technologies in everyday life but do not connect their technology competency with health self-management. Another example of unexpected interactions of health and technology attitudes is in “Cluster 1: Proactive Techies”, wherein six patients over the age of 60 years agreed that electronic communication and cell phones were essential to managing their health. Furthermore, A12 and A19, both women of color with high school educations, were “Proactive Techies” who expressed a strong sense of self-efficacy and technology use for health self-management. These examples are especially significant given that socioeconomic status, which encompasses education status, has been shown to have the broadest effect on physician’s perceptions of patient competence, compared to race and age.

Researchers have extensively explored effects of race, gender, and literacy on clinician behavior, but have not investigated differences in the attitudes of a diverse set of patients’ toward self-management and technology. We found that patients’ attitudes have a strong influence on technology adoption and accountability for health that have implications for patient-provider relationships. In addition, those relationships extend through at-home, patient-centered self-management programs. For example, the “Remind Me! Non-Techies” had a passive attitude toward health self-care, and relied upon providers for reminders and monitoring of progress toward health goals. Moreover, members of this cluster contradicted stereotypes of white patients with high education, who are often perceived by providers as highly motivated and effective self-managers. For example, A17, a white woman with more than a four-year degree, did not use the patient portal, and relied on the doctor to keep her on track, “if the doctor’s office is calling, you feel like oh! – okay.” Our results suggest that self-management programs for these low-technology users could leverage their respect for provider authority by delivering self-management content that encourages the feeling of being mentored by a provider. In contrast, interventions for “Proactive Techies” are more likely to be adopted if they support patient-initiated exploratory approaches to health tracking and goal-setting. Similarly, interventions for “Indie Self-Mangers” can be tailored to suit their strong preference for control over decision-making in care, providing tools that encourage autonomy and self-improvement through health education.

Finally, our work suggests that patients’ attitudes toward health information and technology may be important for understanding why patients adhere to, or fail to adhere to, treatment recommendations. Differences in these attitudes may have implications for health outcomes because these attitudes affect patients’ participation in care. Moreover, understanding the attitudes that distinguish different approaches to self-management can help providers to develop nuanced approaches to tailoring interventions for patients across a spectrum, from fully "activated" to fully "passive". Traditional scales that provide insight into patients’ perceptions of their role in care, like the PAM, can
be complemented with methods like ours that provide insight into patients’ strategies and motivations for developing their self-care capacity. We demonstrate the advantages of observing the interaction of health and technology attitudes for providing a holistic view of the attitudes and tool-use strategies that influence self-management.

Conclusion
Our findings demonstrate three unique clusters of self-managers based on different health and technology values. These three clusters demonstrate the limitations of a “one-size fits all” approach to self-management interventions, especially when these interventions are mediated by electronic communication tools like cell phones and email. We demonstrate that Q-methodology can be a useful approach for understanding patients’ attitudes toward technology and self-management. In addition, it could inform new approaches to clustering patients and matching them with appropriate self-care support. Prior research shows that raising clinician awareness of biases mitigates the effect of those biases, thus reducing healthcare disparities. This study suggests that an understanding of patients’ attitudes toward self-management and technology could inform unbiased, patient-centered interventions. Moreover, our approach has highlighted different values that influence technology adoption for health self-management, and this work could inform new scale development for assessing the appropriateness of computer-mediated interventions for patients. Overall, a greater awareness of the health and technology priorities of patients can help clinicians to leverage patient’s values and strategies for enhancing self-management. This work encourages clinicians and technology developers to combat implicit biases based on race, age, and education by eliciting patients’ values that define health self-management.
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